Sponsor Country: Trinadad and Tobago,
Council: GA White
Club(s): Episcopal Baton Rouge
Topic: Topic 1
Resolution Number: 26
A RESOLUTION
TO: Cultural Empowerment to Further Local Economies of Scale
SECTION I:
Countries can start a nationwide promotion to increase the cultural impact on local business
With an ingrained cultural identity, small underdeveloped countries can even create businesses
that leverage on cultural practice. With this, small countries can compete on a global scale.
SECTION II:
This is an opt-in program. Countries will be able to opt in to choose whether or not to promote
cultural identity through business in their economy.
SECTION III:
This is not an expensive resolution. The only costs will be within the country to promote
culture. This will cost 0.05% of the country's GDP.
SECTION IV:
Countries must be committed to promoting and finding their cultural identity within their
economy. Countries that are not able to increase their domestic production and local
economies would be penalized.
Signatories: Lebanon, Yemen, Jamaica, St. Kitts and Nevis

Sponsor Countries: Croatia, Sweden
Council: GA White
Club(s): St. Joseph's Academy, Archbishop Hannan
Topic: Topic 1
Resolution Number: 29
A RESOLUTION
TO: Small-Country Coalition and Economic Practice Review Board
SECTION I:
Sweden and Croatia aim to combat the economic exploitation of underdeveloped countries by
establishing a coalition of said countries to identify powers taking part in exploitative practices
based upon a set of general principles of fair commerce developed by the coalition. For powers
violating these values, sanctions will be placed upon them by all member countries and larger
but supportive non-member countries.
SECTION II:
This coalition is opt-in; however, country admittance will be measured by the Human
Development Index. These countries, many of whom have been or currently are exploited, will
establish a set of guiding principles specifying qualifications for commerce to be considered
exploitative. Based upon these principles, member countries will decide if outside countries are
taking part in neocolonial practices. Further, any country, coalition member or not, may submit
another power for review. If a country is found to be involved in neocolonialism, all member
countries will place economic sanctions on it to deter further unjust economic conduct. Further,
countries too large to qualify for this coalition but who still support its principles may also place
sanctions on countries found to be exploitative.
Consistent with our opposition to neocolonialism, this federation is committed to respecting
the sovereignty of all nations; therefore, we will never intervene with said sovereignty in any
country.
SECTION III:
This federation is simply an alliance and review board; therefore, it will not have a cost.
SECTION IV:
Countries must abide by the guidelines of fair commerce which they establish. Any member
country is eligible for review by the board if suspected of violating its principles.
Signatories: Ukraine, Fiji, Austria, St. Kitts and Nevis

Sponsor Countries: Singapore, Bangladesh
Council: GA White
Club(s): Jesuit, Alexandria Senior High
Topic: Topic 1
Resolution Number: 33
A RESOLUTION
TO: Hopes for Growth in Equal Trade Relations and Educational Opportunities
SECTION I:
Providing educational opportunities for inhabitants of nations. Promoting education in nation's
history to highten patriotism. Establsihing leadership pathways for inhabitants whose
education is payed for by these corporations.
SECTION II:
Offering jobs for workers from out of country with guaranteed positions as well as fixation on
infrastructure, textiles, and factories to expand into other cities in Bangladesh and other South
Asian Countries.
SECTION III:
Restriction of military force to establish dominion over other nations for colonization.
SECTION IV:
Penalties for violating this resolution
Higher taxation
increase in tarriffs
limitaion of exports
(Note) No penalty for deciding not to agree to exporting workers to Southeastern countries;
however, trade is encouraged.
Signatories: Iraq, Portugal, Venezuela, Kazakhstan

Sponsor Countries: Yemen, Trinidad and Tobago
Council: GA White
Club(s): Episcopal Baton Rouge, Episcopal Baton Rouge
Topic: Topic 2
Resolution Number: 70
A RESOLUTION
TO: International Bachelor to Fund Geoengineering Research
SECTION I:
We propose an International bachelor competition, in which countries could op-in to send in
one contestant to compete in the competition. Sending in a contestant would cost a small fee
of 10,000$, and the bachelor would be chosen from a new country yearly, via a comprehensive
committee. The competition would raise money for geoengineering research, by featuring
geoengineering dates and activities. The competition would also foster stronger senses of
culture in each country, as sending in a contestant would promote pride, as citizens root for
their contestant. The winner would find both love and scientific research prosperity.
SECTION II:
..
SECTION III:
..
SECTION IV:
..
Signatories: Jamaica, Austria, Portugal, Russia

Sponsor Countries: China, Croatia
Council: GA White
Club(s): Alexandria Senior High, St. Joseph's Academy
Topic: Topic 2
Resolution Number: 72
A RESOLUTION
TO: International Research and Development of Geoengineering
SECTION I:
China is looking to create an international research network that researches and develops
geoengineering.
SECTION II:
This will be an opt-in program that allows for the countries that are a part of the program to be
a part of an international research network into the effects, advantages, and implementation of
geoengineering. Focus will primarily be on carbon removal technology. Funds will be divided up
proportionally based on the size and advancement of the research center in each participating
country. There will also be a small tax encouraged on the companies producing high carbon
emissions in participating countries that will help fund the research. This tax will be removed if
companies help the research network test and implement the new technology. Research done
by the participating countries will be privatized to companies that will be connected and funded
by this program. The U.N. subcommittee will also oversee the effectiveness of each program to
determine if funds are being abused.
SECTION III:
Each opt-in country will contribute a minimum of .01% of their GDP to this network of research
centers. Each country is also open to allowing a research center to be build somewhere in their
country allowing for testing in diverse areas.
SECTION IV:
There will not be penalizations for not joining the program. Not joining the program will result
in not reaping the benefits of the research. Also, abuse of the finances or weaponizing of the
technology will result of the immediate removal from the research program and sections
deemed appropriate by the U.N. general assembly.
Signatories: Ukraine, Russia, Nigeria, Netherlands

Sponsor Countries: Nigeria, Yemen
Council: GA White
Club(s): Episcopal Baton Rouge, Alexandria Senior High
Topic: Topic 2
Resolution Number: 74
A RESOLUTION
TO: Pigs
SECTION I:
Yemen and Nigeria are in support of furthering the research of geo-engineering. However, our
countries do not have enough money to further this research.
SECTION II:
Our plan is to create an opt in coalition including smaller, developing countries with poor
financial status for the purpose of researching geo- engineering. Yemen and Nigeria will hold
power over this coalition as founding members.
SECTION III:
We will attempt to receive support from large developed nations that could fund our research
program. In addition to our coalition of small countries, we will also have an opt in program for
countries that are better off financially. In return for funding our research, these countries will
be the first to know of the results. This will allow these countries to keep their own countries
safe from any debilitating outcomes of geo-engineering.
SECTION IV:
Countries who refuse to pay after joining our coalition will be removed from the coalition.
Signatories: Russia, Lebanon, Bangladesh, Jamaica

Sponsor Country: China
Council: GA White
Club(s): Alexandria Senior High
Topic: Topic 1
Resolution Number: 86
A RESOLUTION
TO: Use Greenland as a Trash Can
SECTION I:
The world has a problem with waste. China pledges to buy Greenland and allow all countries to
deposit their trash in Greenland.
SECTION II:
China will buy Greenland for an estimated price of 1.1 trillion US dollars, and transform it into
the words largest landfill. All countries who wish to deposit their waste, hazardous or
nonhazardous, can do so in Greenland. The residents of Greenland will be given immediate
Chinese citizenship upon purchase. The name of Greenland will be changed to Trash Can. All
of the trash will be burned and the gas will fill a giant balloon which will carry all of Greenland
into space.
SECTION III:
This will cost China roughly 1.1 trillion USD, but will be free to all those who participate.
Participating countries will, however, be responsible for the transport of their own trash.
SECTION IV:
N/A
Signatories: Russia, Croatia, Nigeria, Mexico

Sponsor Countries: Singapore, Austria
Council: GA White
Club(s): Jesuit, Jesuit
Topic: Topic 3
Resolution Number: 87
A RESOLUTION
TO: Putting Waste to Use
SECTION I:
Aiming to break down trash
Converting trash into energy
Protecting the environment
Opt in program preferably from nations with high GDP's
SECTION II:
Combining used water facilities and waste facilities
Utilizing water to break down trash
Trash then converted to energy
Single bins for waste
Establishing organization to sort waste to determine recyclability
Increased amount of recycling recovery
Utilization of the Ideonella Sakainsis to break down plastic waste
SECTION III:
Opt in program, preferably nations with high GDP's. 0.02% of GDP from nations that Opt in
SECTION IV:
Penalties do not apply since Opt in progam
Signatories: Netherlands, Kazakhstan, Iraq, Uganda

Sponsor Countries: Trinadad and Tobago, St. Kitts and Nevis
Council: GA White
Club(s): Episcopal Baton Rouge, Episcopal Acadiana
Topic: Topic 3
Resolution Number: 93
A RESOLUTION
TO: Trash to Treasure
SECTION I:
Countries such as Trinidad and Tobago and others in the Caribbean suffer overload of trash
disposal due to their small areas and natural disasters. We want to institute programs that
recycle commonly used products like water bottles and cardboard to promote the unique
culture of these countries. For example, we would create instruments to promote reggae
culture or bongs for social enjoyment.
SECTION II:
We propose an opt-in program in which countries can participate in forming creative methods
of transforming common recyclable items into culturally significant treasures.
SECTION III:
This resolution would require 0.01% of a country's GDP to finance.
SECTION IV:
No penalties.
Signatories: Yemen, Jamaica, Netherlands, Lebanon

Sponsor Countries: Sweden,
Council: GA White
Club(s): Archbishop Hannan, Select Your Club
Topic: Topic 3
Resolution Number: 103
A RESOLUTION
TO: Organic Waste Importation for Energy Generation
SECTION I:
As Sweden is deeply concerned about the environmental repercussions of ineffective waste
management, we are steadily advancing towards a zero waste society. Our primary strategy for
doing so is utilizing waste for the production of energy, with 40% of our food waste currently
being used for this purpose. In order to replicate our success on the global scale, we advocate
for this process to be more widely adopted.
SECTION II:
Sweden and other countries with capabilities for waste-to-energy conversion will import
organic waste from countries unable to properly manage their own waste. We will then convert
this waste to energy, simultaneously eliminating waste and providing an alternative energy
source. This program is opt-in, both for countries importing waste and countries exporting it.
SECTION III:
As the countries taking part will possess high GDPs, they will personally fund the transportation
and conversion of this organic waste. However, they will be reaping the benefits of of mass
amounts of organic material to be used as an alternative fuel source.
SECTION IV:
As this program is optional, there are no penalties.
Signatories: Trinidad and Tobago, The Netherlands, Nauru, Jordan

